BODY ART
VEHICLE GRAPHICS

“The entire experience of working with BodyArt by VMS was phenomenal. They
picked up my company van, printed the graphics, applied the wrap, and
delivered my finished product the next day. I would recommend BodyArt by
VMS to anyone in need of fleet graphics and would use their services again
and again.”

Del Stevens
Owner
Del’s Catering

BodyArt by VMS is the premier vehicle
wrap installation and removal service
provider in not only the Northeast Ohio
area, but also around the United States.
We offer a wide range of custom vehicle
graphics, varying from single decals to
complete vehicle graphics. We can work
with small cars to full size semi-trucks.
Located in Twinsburg, Ohio our family
of 115 employees strives to provide
our customers with exceptional quality
products and services.
BodyArt by VMS knows how important
it is to make your company’s name stand
out, and with our fleet graphics and
vehicle wraps we can help you transform
your fleet into a cost-effective marketing
tool. Offering a wide range of custom
graphics from single decals to full wraps
on cars, trucks, buses and trailers, we have
what you need to turn heads and get your
company noticed.
From start to finish, we work with you
step-by-step to successfully complete the
vehicle graphic process. From design

and printing to installation and removal,
BodyArt by VMS is your one-stop shop for
all the custom vehicle graphics you need.
Every day, your company vehicles get
ample exposure to potential customers
whether your fleet is a national
transportation company or a local
professional service. Why not advertise
your brand on your vehicles and start
putting your fleet to work for you?
Did you know that 91% of people notice
the words and pictures on fleet vehicles?
Or that 75% of people develop a favorable
impression of the company when fleet
graphics are being used? This is the
perfect opportunity to market your
company by advertising your products or
services, increasing your brand awareness
and maximizing your sales!
To make sure that you are getting the most
out of your investment, we have a team
of professionally trained installers who
can handle the installation and removal
of your graphics and wraps. We are a

Professional Decal Applicators Alliance
(PDAA) certified installation company
delivering the highest quality assurance
our industry has to offer.
PDAA is a national organization of
installers that partner to perform
installations nationwide. Our PDAA
affiliation allows BodyArt by VMS to
coordinate the installation of vehicle
wraps on your entire fleet of vehicles
regardless of where in the United States
they are located.
For more information visit our website
at www.vmsbodyart.com or contact us at
(855)-VMS-WRAP.

Why wrap your vehicle?
Instant Identification
When answering a call in your company vehicle,
a branded van or truck adds legitimacy to your
company. An unmarked vehicle is not readily
identifiable and could alarm your customers.
Advertisement
Many forms of advertisement charge per
impression (or per instance viewed by a potential
customer). With a vehicle wrap, you are
constantly making impressions for the life of the
wrap with only a single, affordable payment.
Brand Awareness
Wrapping your vehicle has long-term benefits as
well. Even if someone is not currently looking
for the service you provide, seeing your wrapped
vehicle puts your brand name in their mind and
makes it easier for them to recall your business
when they are looking.
Vehicle Protection
Smaller businesses may only have one or two
company vehicles that they rely on. Protect your
investment with a vinyl wrap, which creates a
barrier between your vehicle and dirt, rocks, and
other elements on the road that could cause wear
and tear and reduce your vehicle’s value.

